
Jill Townsley The FOREVER-DO Project

FOREVER-DO explores the idea of ‘fishing’ into data sets generated 
by coordinated behaviours. The aim is to catch coherent patterns 
of data and represent them in visual artwork. Nets, traditionally a 
fisherman’s tool, are also the link between the art and science 
used in FOREVER-DO. In theoretical Computer Science, nets are 
instruments for the analysis and design of systems, distributed in 
time and space. The strength of these nets is their explicit 
representation of fundamental situations of coordination and 
competition among system's agents. Agents can be computers 
and/or human beings. Nets were introduced, as formal Computer 
Science tools, by Carl Adam Petri in the nineteen-seventies and are 
today known as "Petri Nets". One of Petri’s examples, the ‘bucket 
chain’, is a simple explanation of coordinated behaviour between 
firemen extinguishing a fire; they carry water from tank to fire using 
a chain of buckets. This sequence explains how the coordination 
of behaviour and flow of data, in time and space, can be 
represented with nets. The bucket chain is the main source of 
inspiration for FOREVER-DO. 
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The artwork evolves in two parts:
The FOREVER-DO game: a socially relational public happening in 
which people, following a set of instructions, meet in coordinated 
interactions in space and time. Visitors to the Digital Week in 
Milano are invited to participate in a live variant of the bucket 
chain example. Armed with brown or white boxes containing an 
everyday object, such as a spoon, participants travel through the 
meshes of a conceptual net. When individuals meet at net knots, 
a ‘causal flow’ of objects happens. Depending on the 'local' 
circumstance around the similarity or difference of their cutlery, 
players are either invited to exchange objects (to be propelled 
forward in the game), or, are asked to leave their object behind 
in the box. Over time, and as more people play the game, the 
boxes stack around the room in piles. The piles of white and 
brown boxes can be interpreted as binary code: they make 
visible a poetic data trail of coordinated human interactions.
The FOREVER-DO installation: A systems-based sculpture will be 
built using the data (resulting from relational human interactions), 
as represented by the piles of boxes built during the Digital Week.
The sculpture will be constructed for the Resonance III festival 
held at the Italian site of the JRC in October 2019.


